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For small-bend radii, the waveguide condition for total internal reflection is violated in a large angular spread
of incident angles at the interface of the fiber core. To account for this, we derived an improved semianalytic
bend-loss model that allows for the propagation of radiated fields outside the plane of the fiber bend. This new
model is applied to large-mode-area helical-core fibers (which require small-bend radii) for use as high-power
fiber lasers and amplifiers. In particular, the limits of scaling the mode area while maintaining good beam
quality are explored. Single-mode operation is expected for a 40 !m core with a 0.10 numerical aperture, and
scaling to a 100 !m core diameter is shown to be possible. Additionally, helical fibers are shown to readily
perform where conventional coiled fibers are not appropriate to operate long term. © 2006 Optical Society of
America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dual-clad fiber lasers offer significant advantages over
conventional solid-state lasers for scaling to high (peak)
powers because of reduced optical alignment, increased
mode-gain overlap, reduced thermal issues, and compact
packaging. The primary limitation in power scaling fiber
amplifiers for high-power applications is the onset of non-
linear effects.1 In practice, this is overcome by increasing
the mode area to reduce the intensity of the beam at the
expense of beam quality. Different methods have been in-
vestigated to generate a single large fiber mode. Single-
mode large mode area (LMA) fibers can be made simply
by reducing the numerical aperture (NA). Recently,
single-mode, rod-type fiber waveguides with a NA of 0.02
and a core diameter of 60 !m have been demonstrated.2

For a NA lower than 0.06, however, the fiber modes be-
come extremely susceptible to environmental and fabrica-
tion perturbations, which imposes a practical lower limit
on the NA and an upper limit on the core diameter.3 Mul-
timode fibers have large fundamental modes but need
some method to prohibit the higher-order modes from
propagating. Such techniques include designing fiber in-
dex and dopant profiles,4–6 the seed launch conditions,7,8

cavity configurations,9,10 photonic-crystal fibers,11 tapered
microstructure fibers,12 and fiber coiling.13

Coiling the fiber is a technique that is commonly used
to suppress the higher-order modes, which introduces a
bending loss that becomes increasingly larger with the
mode order.14 According to industry standards, the bend
radius of coiling fibers for long-term reliability is 2.54 cm
without a pull load for a 125 !m clad fiber and increases
linearly with cladding diameter.15 For conventional (step-
index) fiber-waveguide geometries, the induced stresses
from tight bending close to or over this limit, which is nec-
essary for single-mode operation and can lead to degrada-
tion and damage of the fiber, especially while under con-

stant exposure to high optical powers. More modern fibers
with low-NA cores do not require such small-bend radii,
but they are inherently more susceptible to environmen-
tal and fabrication perturbations.

One method to scale fibers to larger cores without the
penalties introduced by coiling is to integrate coiling di-
rectly into the fabrication of the fiber itself with a helical
core, dual-clad fiber design.16 In this geometry (Fig. 1),
the core is helical, providing bending loss for the higher-
order modes in the core, but the cladding is cylindrical,
thereby eliminating any potential pump light lost for an
all-glass (i.e., low core-clad NA) design. The fabrication of
such a fiber is simple in concept: The core is created off-
center in the preform and the preform is then rotated at a
constant speed as the fiber is drawn. Additionally, the ra-
tio of the pitch of the helix to the offset of the helix is usu-
ally very large and torsional stress is absent; therefore,
the torsion effect in conventional bent fibers can be ne-
glected in helical fibers.

Helical-core fibers were originally designed and fabri-
cated for passive transmission systems to provide
polarization-maintaining properties.17 Ytterbium-doped,
helical-core, dual-clad fibers have recently been fabri-
cated and investigated as lasers.18 By comparing helical-
core fiber lasers to a comparable laser with a straight
core, a significant increase in the output beam quality
was demonstrated for a core diameter of 30 !m. Helical-
core fibers, which are stress free, can meet the require-

Fig. 1. Depiction of a helical-core, dual-clad fiber. The helix has
pitch P and offset Q.
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ments of robustness, repeatability, and stability for com-
mercial systems much better than coiling because of their
built-in bend loss that is not limited to low-NA cores.

In this paper, an improved bend-loss model is devel-
oped and the mode-area scaling properties of helical-core
fibers are numerically explored. In Section 2, a bend-loss
model is developed that is appropriate for the small-bend
radii expected for helical-core fibers. The higher-order
mode suppression is compared against the fundamental
mode loss for increasing mode core diameters to explore
the limits of core size where single-mode operation is
achievable in Section 3. Finally, the results are discussed
with concluding remarks in Section 4.

2. SEMIANALYTIC MODEL
The fundamental quantities required for understanding
helical fibers are the losses associated with the desired
fundamental mode LP01 and the higher-order modes. Of
these higher-order modes, the mode with the lowest sus-
ceptibility to bending loss is the LP11 mode. Thus, to the
first order, the beam quality of the laser is determined by
the loss experienced by the LP11 mode, while the effi-
ciency of the laser is determined by the loss experienced
by the LP01 mode.

The curvature radius of the helix is a simple geometri-
cal relationship given by19

RB =
Q

sin2 "
!

Q

tan2 "
=

P2

4#2Q
, "1#

where Q is the offset of the helix measured from the cen-
ter of the fiber axis (as shown in Fig. 1) and " is the tra-
jectory angle of the helix defined by tan""#=2#Q /P, where
P is the pitch of the helix. Nominally, this relationship
can be utilized in conjunction with a bend-loss model for
straight-core fibers to predict the behavior of helical-core
fibers.

Many bend-loss models are available for a step-index fi-
ber, but only a few of these can be applied to compare the
bending losses between the modes of a multimode fiber,
which are required to understand the spatial behavior of
LMA fibers. The most widely used multimode bend-loss
model is that of Marcuse in which the field outside of the
fiber is expressed in terms of a superposition of cylindrical
outgoing waves. The others are the traveling-wave an-
tenna model, three-dimensional integration model, and
diffraction theory model, etc., with different levels of com-
putational intensity.20–22 Under certain approximations,
these models provide results that agree with those of
Marcuse’s model.

By matching the boundary at the core-cladding inter-
face, the amount of power carried by the radiating cylin-
drical waves is calculated. For simplicity, several approxi-
mations are made in this model. First, the directionality
of the radiation fields are approximated as delta functions
to simplify the required integration. Physically, this
translates to constraining the radiative energy to exist
only within the plane of the bend. Additionally, the Bessel
functions describing the modes within the fiber core are
replaced with the Debye approximate H!

"2#$
! ie!""!tanh "# / " 1

2#! tanh "#1/2 for simplicity of calculation.

While Marcuse’s model allowed for direct computation
of the bending loss, the accuracy of this model is insuffi-
cient for many applications. The use of the Debye approxi-
mation is not required, since it leads to significant error
and Bessel functions can be readily calculated. Addition-
ally, constraining the radiation to the plane of the bend is
simply incorrect in describing the bending loss for small-
bend radii. In this case, the total internal reflection (TIR)
condition required for waveguiding is violated in a large
angular spread of incident angles at the interface of the
fiber core.

Several models have been developed to improve the ac-
curacy of Marcuse’s model. Kaufman et al. refined Mar-
cuse’s model by eliminating the Debye approximation and
deriving an analytical expression for one of the integrals
that was previously approximated by delta-function.
Other models are available that utilize iterative tech-
niques to solve the integration to avoid the delta-function
replacement with results similar to Marcuse’s.23 Field de-
formation induced by bending has been modeled in differ-
ent ways and numerical simulations show that mode de-
formation can have a significant impact on both peak
intensity and bend loss.24–27 However, since no significant
field deformation has been observed experimentally in ei-
ther coiled fibers or helical-core fibers,3,18 this effect is not
included in our model.

In the model derived here, Marcuse’s method is utilized
without Debye and delta-function approximations. In this
way, the model is valid in the region of small-bend radii,
as expected to be required for helical-core fibers. The ge-
ometry for calculating the radiating fields is shown in Fig.
2; the field outside the fiber core is matched to cylindrical
outgoing waves at the core-cladding interface. For weak
guidance, "n2!n1# /n1%1, the Ez and E& components of
the LP'p-mode electric field for r!(a are described by the
equations

Ez = AK'")'r!#cos"'*!#ei+'RB*,

E* = !
i)'

2n2k0
A$K'+1")'r!#sin%"' + 1#*!&

! K'!1")'r!#sin%"' ! 1#*!&'ei+'RB*, "2#

Fig. 2. Fiber is bent into a torus with a radius of curvature RB.
The dotted surface indicates the cylindrical matching surface
that is tangential to the torus at radius r=RB+a.
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where ' and p are the azimuthal and radial mode num-
bers, )'= "B'

2!n2
2k0

2#1/2 is the attenuation coefficient of the
modes in the cladding, K' is the modified Bessel function
of the second kind, +' is the propagation coefficient, RB is
the bend radius, n2 is the refractive index of the cladding
extending to infinity, and k0=, /c=2# /- is the wavenum-
ber in free space.

The field amplitude A is related to the power P carried
by the mode as

A =
2)'

V

J'"K'a#

K'")'a#( Z0Pk0

e'#+')J'!1".'a#J'+1".'a#)*1/2

, "3#

where .'= "n1
2k0

2!+'
2#1/2 is the transverse wave vector, e'

=2 for '=0 or 1 for '/1 accounts for the mode degen-
eracy, Z0=+!0 /00 is the plane-wave impedance in
vacuum, V=k0

2a2"n1
2!n2

2# is the normalized frequency, J'

is the Bessel function of the first kind, and n1 is the re-
fractive index of the core.

The electrical field outside of the core can be expressed
in terms of a superposition of cylindrical outgoing
waves14:

Ez =,
!nk0

nk0

%c1"+#0z+1 + c2"+#0z+2&d+,

E* =,
!nk0

nk0

%c1"+#0*+1 + c2"+#0*+2&d+, "4#

where c1 and c2 are the expansion coefficients. The z com-
ponents of the cylindrical electric and magnetic fields can
be expressed by

0z+j = 0zjei+z = BjH!
"2#"1r#ei!*ei+z,

hz+j = hzjei+z = BjFjH!
"2#"1r#ei!*ei+z, "5#

where Bj is the amplitude coefficient related to the nor-
malization of the modes and Fj= "n /Z0#2j is the amplitude

coefficients related to the mutual orthogonality of the
modes such that

21 =
H!

"2#%1"RB + a#&

H!
"2#!%1"RB + a#&

,

22 =
H!

"2#!%1"RB + a#&

H!
"2#%1"RB + a#&

. "6#

Here, H!
"2# is the Hankel function of the second kind,

the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the ar-
gument, and !=+'RB, assuming the fields of the curved
guide near the core as the field of the straight fiber.

The other field components can be obtained from the z
components by differentiation:

0*+j = 0*jei+z = (!
!+

12r
H!

"1#"1r# !
i!0,

1
FjH!

"1#!"1r#*Bjei!*ei+z,

h*+j = h*jei+z = (!
!+

12r
FjH!

"1#"1r#

!
i00n2,

1
H!

"1#!"1r#*Bjei!*ei+z,

0r+j = 0rjei+z = ( i+

1
H!

"1#!"1r# !
!0,!

12r
FjH!

"1#"1r#*Bjei!*ei+z,

hr+j = hrjei+z = ( i+

1
FjH!

"1#!"1r# !
00n2,!

12r
H!

"1#"1r#*Bjei!*ei+z,

"7#

where r=RB+a at the matching surface. The normaliza-
tion of the modes is given by

,
!3

3

dz%0*+jhz+!j!
* ! 0z+jh*+!j!

* & =,
!3

3

dz-(!
!+

12r
H!

"1#"1r# !
i!0,

1
FjH!

"1#!"1r#* 4 Bjei!*ei+zBj
*Fj

*H!
"1#*"1!r#e!i!*e!i+!z ! Bj

4H!
"1#"1r#ei!*ei+z(!

!+!

1!2r
Fj

*H!
"1#*"1!r# !

i00n2,

1!
H!

"1#!*"1!r#*Bj
*e!i!*e!i+!z. = "2##5"+ ! +!#N++!jj!

= N++!jj!BjBj
*/0 +!

1!2 !
+

121H!
"1#%1"RB + a#&

!

r
Fj

*H!
"1#*%1!"RB + a#&

+ i00n2,-H!
"1#%1"RB + a#&H!

"1#!*%1!"RB + a#&

1!
!

2j2j
*H!

"1#!%1"RB + a#&H!
"1#*%1!"RB + a#&

1
.2 . "8#
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The mutual orthogonality of the modes is given by

,
!3

3

%E*hz+!j!
* ! Ezh*+!j!

* &dz

=,
!3

3 -,
!nk0

nk0

%c1"+#0*+1
+ c2"+#0*+2

&hz+!j!
* d+

!,
!nk0

nk0

%c1"+#0z+1
+ c2"+#0z+2

&h*+!j!
* d+.dz

= 3
j=1

2 ,
!nk0

nk0

"2##5"+ ! +!#N++!jj!cj
"+#d+

= "2##)Bj)2
i00n2,

1!
H!

"1#H!
"1#!*"1 ! 2j

*2#cj"+!#. "9#

The expansion coefficients are then determined by

cj"+# =

,
!3

3

%E*hz+j
* ! Ezh*+j

* &dz

N+j
,

N+j = "2##)Bj)2
i00n2,

1
H!

"1#%1"RB

+ a#&H!
"1#!*%1"RB + a#&N+j,

N+1 = "1 ! 21
*2#,

N+2 = "1 ! 22
2#. "10#

Now we require the superposition of the cylindrical
waves to match the guided modes at the matching surface
with

r! = "a2 + z2#1/2,

*! = arctan"z/a#. "11#

The expansion coefficients c1 and c2 can be determined
analytically with the help of the orthogonal relations23

Cj =
1

N+j
,

!3

3

"E*hz+j
* ! Ezh*+j

* #dz =
1

N+j
,

!3

3 /!
i)'

2nk0
A$K'+1")'r!#sin%"' + 1#*!& ! K'!1")'r!#sin%"' ! 1#*!&'

4 ei+'RB*Bj
*Fj

*H!
"1#*e!i!*e!i+z ! AK'")'r!#cos"'*!#ei+'RB* 4 (!

!+

12r
Fj

*H'
"1#* !

i00n2,

1
H!

"1#!**Bj
*e!i!*e!i+z2dz

=
i00n2,ABj

*

12N+j
/(1H!

"1#!* !
i!+

r00n2,
Fj

*H!
"1#** 4,

!3

3

K'%)'"a2 + z2#1/2&cos%' arctan"z/a#&e!i+zdz !
12)'Fj

*H!
"1#*

2k000n3,

4,
!3

3

$K'+1%)'"a2 + z2#1/2&sin%"' + 1#arctan"z/a#& ! K'!1%)'"a2 + z2#1/2&sin%"' ! 1#arctan"z/a#&'e!i+zdz2 . "12#

The integrals of these new sinusoidal terms can be
solved as

,
!3

3

$K'+1%)'"a2 + z2#1/2&sin%"' + 1#arctan"z/a#& ! K'!1%)'"a2

+ z2#1/2&sin%"' ! 1#arctan"z/a#&'e!i+zdz

=
#

2i
)'

!'e!a")'
2 + +2#1/2

")'
2 + +2#!1/2„)'

!1$%")'
2 + +2#1/2 + +&'+1

! %")'
2 + +2#1/2 ! +&'+1' ! )'$%")'

2 + +2#1/2 + +&'!1

! %")'
2 + +2#1/2 ! +&'!1'…. "13#

This expression includes the integral of sinusoidal
terms previously neglected by Marcuse and Kaufman. It
is the negligence of these terms that leads to the unsuit-

ability of this model for small-bend radii. Similarly, the
integrals of cosine terms can be solved as23

,
!3

3

K'%)'"a2 + z2#1/2&cos%' arctan"z/a#&e!i+zdz

=
#

2
)'

!'e!a")'
2 + +2#1/2

")'
2 + +2#!1/2$%")'

2 + +2#1/2 + +&'

+ %")'
2 + +2#1/2 ! +&''. "14#

Finally, the expansion coefficients can be expressed as

Cj =
A

41BjH!
"1#N+j

I'+j,
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I'+j =-)'
!'e!a")'

2 + +2#1/2
")'

2 + +2#!1/2(01 !
i!+

nk0r
2j
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2
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The curvature loss is obtained by calculating the
amount of power outflow per unit length divided by the
total power carried in the fiber; 26=7P /PL, where L is
the length of the fiber. Utilizing Eqs. (2)–(15) and taking
the limit as r goes to infinity yields

26 =
7P

PL
=

Re,
!3

3

%r̂ · "E 4 H*##r&r!3dz

PL

=
(n)'a

NA

J'".'a#

K'")'a#*2

2#e'R)J'!1".'a#J'+1".'a#)

4,
!1

1

Re- 3
j,j!=1

2 I'+jI'+j!
* "1 + 2j2j!

* #

"1a#4)H!
"1#%1"R + a#&)2N+jN+j!

* .dx.

"16#

By using some numerical computation, this model
yields an exact solution instead of relying on the delta-
function approximation for plane radiation and the Debye
approximation. In this way, the Marcuse’s model is ex-
tended to include the loss of light radiating outside the
plane of the bend, as is appropriate for small-bend radii.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the Marcuse and
Kaufman models and our improved model by plotting the
bending loss as a function of bend radius for the LP01 and
LP11 modes. Based on Fig. 3, it is clear that Marcuse’s
model significantly overestimates the bending loss. This
is consistent with the experimental results, which showed
significantly lower loss than that predicted from Mar-
cuse’s model.18,28 Kaufman’s model, on the other hand,

only somewhat underestimates the bending loss. Because
of the relationship between the helical fiber parameters
and the bend radii given by Eq. (1), however, it will be
shown in Section 3 that the behavior of the helical fiber is
sensitive to the precise value of these parameters. As
such, the most accurate model is required to design
helical-core LMA fibers.

It should be noted that all three of these models con-
sider only one orientation of higher-order modes. Marcuse
showed that the orthogonal orientations have, in fact, dif-
ferent bend loss at all bend radii.22 The same model
shows, however, that the low-loss LP11 mode has lower
loss than the LP01 mode. This is a theoretical anomaly
and has not been observed under any experimental coil-
ing conditions that, in contrast, show that the tightest
coils produce the LP01 mode. One possible explanation for
this theoretical behavior is that the modeling method is
inconsistent and cannot properly account for the polarity
where the null is on the bend axis. Additionally, the
strong coupling between the two degenerate modes of or-
thogonal polarities may be significant contributors. In the
discussion that follows, only the high-loss polarity is con-
sidered in order to be consistent with experimental re-
sults.

3. THEORETICAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
The improved bend-loss model derived in Section 2 is first
applied to a helical fiber whose core has a 60 !m diameter
and a NA of 0.1. Figure 4 shows the results for bending
loss as a function of helix pitch P for the LP01 (solid) and
LP11 (dashed) modes for different values of core offset Q.
It is clear from the plot that low loss "81 dB/m# can be
obtained for the fundamental mode while retaining high
loss for the other modes. Figure 4 also shows that the
model behavior of the fiber is heavily reliant on the exact
value of the pitch. This dependence translates directly to
fabrication tolerance, which can be alleviated by using a
large-clad fiber. The larger Q becomes, the larger the
range of pitch that is available for low-loss, single-mode
operation. This heavy reliance on pitch also places a re-
quirement on the accuracy of any model utilized to design
helical-core fibers.

Fig. 3. Bending loss versus bend radius for LP01 and LP11
modes for different models. The wavelength, core diameter, and
NA are 1053 nm, 60 !m, and 0.1, respectively.

Fig. 4. Bending loss versus helix pitch for LP01 (solid curve) and
LP11 (dashed curve) modes for different core-offset values. The
wavelength, core diameter, and NA are 1053 nm, 60 !m, and 0.1,
respectively.
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The spatial properties of the fiber are dependent on the
relative loss between the fiber modes. Therefore, it is also
instructive to understand the interplay of modal discrimi-
nation, defined here as the difference in loss between the
LP11 and LP01 modes, with the loss of the fundamental
mode. Figure 5 shows the modal discrimination as a func-
tion of fundamental mode loss for different values of core
diameter. As the core diameter increases, the modal dis-
crimination decreases. The modal discrimination is more
than eight times the loss of the fundamental mode for
cores as large as 40 !m. For cores as large as 100 !m, the
modal discrimination is higher than the available gain in
ytterbium-doped fibers. This plot demonstrates the viabil-
ity of large-helical-core fiber lasers and amplifiers for
single-mode operation.

It is also evident from Figs. 4 and 5 that for large-core
diameters, good mode discrimination cannot be obtained
for arbitrarily low fundamental mode loss. However, by
allowing a tolerable loss for the fundamental mode, for ex-
ample, 1 dB/m, core diameters can be scaled up to
100 !m.

Setting the fundamental mode loss to 1 dB/m, the
modal discrimination is calculated as a function of NA for
different core diameter values. Figure 6 shows that as the
fiber NA increases, the modal discrimination decreases.
Even so, in the range of NA from 0.05 to 0.20, even up to
a 100 !m core, the modal discrimination is higher than
the available gain in ytterbium-doped fibers. Therefore,
helical fiber core designs can escape from the NA ranges
that are difficult to fabricate "40.05–0.08# to the NA
ranges that are more practical "(0.08#.

Commercially available ytterbium-doped fibers have
gains in the range of 1–10 dB/m, depending on dopant
density, pumping level, and saturation effects. The maxi-
mum gain is approximately 5 dB/m for a typical commer-
cially available fiber. Fixing the modal discrimination at
5 dB/m to ensure the suppression of the LP11 mode, the
dependence of the helix pitch on core diameter and NA is
shown in Fig. 7. From this graph, it is clear that a helical
fiber can be designed to yield good mode discrimination
(as shown in Figs. 4 and 5), regardless of core diameter or
NA, by simply adjusting the pitch of the helix. The same
is not true for straight-core fibers that are coiled. The ver-
tical axis on the right of the plot is the bend radius re-
quired for a straight-core fiber to obtain the same perfor-
mance as the helical fiber. For fiber cladding diameters of
250 !m, coiling the fiber less than 2 cm will likely lead to
long-term fiber degradation. For high-power fiber ampli-
fiers, cladding diameters are becoming increasingly larger

Fig. 5. Modal discrimination (LP11 bending loss minus LP01
bending loss) versus LP01 bending loss for different core-diameter
values. The wavelength and NA are 1053 nm and 0.1,
respectively.

Fig. 6. Modal discrimination (LP11 bending loss minus LP01
bending loss) versus NA for different core-diameter values. The
wavelength and LP01 bending loss are 1053 nm and 1 dB/m,
respectively.

Fig. 7. Helix pitch (left) and bend radius (right) versus core di-
ameter for different NA values. The wavelength, core offset, and
modal discrimination are 1053 nm, 100 !m, and 5 dB/m,
respectively.

Fig. 8. (a) Fundamental mode loss and (b) modal discrimination
versus wavelength for different fundamental modes-loss values
at a 1053 nm wavelength. The core diameter and NA are 40 !m
and 0.1, respectively.
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to accommodate more pump light and therefore require
even larger bend radii for long-term viability. Figure 7
clearly shows the advantages of helical fibers versus
coiled conventional fiber amplifier designs.

For broadband amplification or lasing operation, it is
necessary to understand the spectral behavior of the he-
lical core fiber. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the
bending loss on the wavelength. Fixing the bend radius to
yield the fundamental mode-loss values of 0.5, 1.0, and
1.5 dB/m at 1053 nm, the fundamental mode loss and
modal discrimination are plotted versus the wavelength
at a range of 1000–1100 nm, covering the range of optical
gain in the ytterbium-doped fiber. As the wavelength de-
creases, the LP01 mode loss decreases, but the modal dis-
crimination is also reduced. Therefore, for amplification
or lasing at wavelengths other than designed, the beam
quality may suffer accordingly.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The model derived in Section 2 is restricted to radiative
loss mechanisms. Mode scattering or mode mixing pro-
vides another mechanism for modal loss.29 In this case,
however, the power lost in a given mode ends up in the
other modes. To maintain excellent beam quality (single-
mode operation) using the analysis presented in Section
3, the modal discrimination needs to be larger than the
available ytterbium gain. Although mode mixing provides
a mechanism to seed higher-order modes, the contribu-
tion to the net gain will be small compared to the ytter-
bium gain.

The results of Section 3 demonstrate the possibility of
helical fibers exceeding the performance of current coiled-
fiber lasers while simultaneously mitigating the detri-
mental effects of coiling and low NA. More importantly,
the calculations presented here represent a drastic
change from commercially available large-mode-area fiber
designs. These active fibers have V numbers in the range
of 3–6, a 20–30 !m diameter, and a low NA in the range
of 0.05–0.06. A helical-core structure removes the require-
ment for low NA and allows environmentally robust fibers
to be fabricated. The helical fibers we presented in Sec-
tion 3 have V numbers as large as 60 with considerably
larger diameters than commercially available fibers; this
indicates a significant increase in nonlinear thresholds
and a NA twice as large as the commercial product. Fur-
thermore, while the calculations presented here are for
simple step-index fibers, the helical-core fiber geometry
can also be utilized on more advanced LMA waveguide de-
signs that rely on bending loss for modal
discrimination.4–6,11 It should also be noted that since the
helical geometry is only included in the model through
Eq. (1), the scaling results described in Figs. 5–8 are also
valid for conventional step-index, straight-core fibers that
are coiled for stripping higher-order modes.

In conclusion, we derived an improved semianalytic
bend-loss model that allows for the propagation of radi-
ated fields outside the plane of the fiber bend. This allows
for the modeling of small-bend radii for which the wave-
guide condition for TIR is violated in a large angular
spread of incident angles at the interface of the fiber core.
This new model is applied to large-mode-area helical-core

fibers (which require small-bend radii) for use as high-
power fiber lasers and amplifiers. In particular, the limits
of scaling the mode area while maintaining good beam
quality are explored. Single-mode operation is expected
for a 40 !m core with a 0.10 NA, and scaling to a 100 !m
core diameter is shown to be possible. Additionally, helical
fibers are shown to readily perform where conventional
coiled fibers are not appropriate to operate long term.
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Several parameters in [1] were not defined. In particular,
the parameter ! defined in Ref. 14 of [1] is given by

! = !n2
2k0

2 ! "2"1/2.

Additionally, in Eq. (16) of [1], the parameter x is defined
as

x = "/n2k0.

Several typographical errors occurred in the typeset-
ting. The formula in line 2 on page 3 should be

#$ = !"$
2 ! n2

2k0
2"1/2.

Additionally, the unit of Q in Fig. 4 of [1] should be %m
instead of mm. This typographical error has led others to
draw incorrect conclusions about our model [2]. As such,
we should clarify that the approximation in Eq. (1) of [1]
was meant to provide a convenient and intuitive way to
obtain the curvature radius of helical-core fibers, while
this approximation introduces little error in most practi-
cal cases where the helical pitch is much larger than the
core offset. The approximation was never implemented in
any of the subsequent formulas or calculations in [1].

In [1] the address for Z. Jiang was incomplete. Please
see the complete address above.

We are indebted to Xinquan Ma of the University of
Michigan for bringing the first three errors to our atten-
tion.
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Fig. 4. Bending loss versus helix pitch for LP01 (solid) and LP11
(dashed) modes for different core-offset values. The wavelength,
core diameter, and numerical aperture are 1053 nm, 60 %m, and
0.1, respectively.
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